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Abstract In this chapter we review challenges and methodology for feature-based
predictive tri-dimensional human pose reconstruction, based on image and video
data. We argue that reliable 3d human pose prediction can be achieved through an
alliance between image descriptors that encode multiple levels of selectivity and
invariance and models that are capable to represent multiple structured solutions.
For monocular systems, key to reliability is the capacity to leverage prior knowledge
in order to to bias solutions not only to kinematically feasible sets, but also towards
typical configurations that humans are likely to assume in everyday surroundings.
In this context, we discuss several predictive methods including large-scale mixture
of experts, supervised spectral latent variable models and structural support vector
machines, asses the impact of the various choices of image descriptors, review open
problems, and give pointers to datasets and code available online.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we focus on the tri-dimensional reconstruction of human poses, represented as vectors of joint angles or 3d joint positions, based on information extracted
using video cameras. We will primarily be interested in methods that are applicable
to monocular images, although the methodology generalizes to multicamera settings. Inference from monocular images has practical applicability and cognitive
relevance. In many practical settings, only a single image sequence is available as in
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the case of archival movie footage, or when consumer devices are used as interface
tools for gesture or activity recognition. Even when several cameras are available,
fully exploiting the information in multiple views to limit uncertainty may not lead
to intrinsically simpler optimization problems, as the subjects of interest may be
occluded by other people or by scene elements. A robust human motion analysis
system needs to handle incomplete, ambiguous or noisy observation sources that
are typical of many real scenes.
From a cognitive viewpoint, paradoxical monocular stereoscopy[32] is the apparently seamless human ability to reconstruct the 3D structure of a scene qualitatively, using only one eye or given only a single photograph of a visual scene. As
this type of monocular inference is geometrically under constrained, the mechanism
that makes it possible has to do with the ability to use strong priors that link familiar
scene structures and their image projection statistics. In the long run, a well-trained
computer vision system should be able to leverage such priors, in order to come
close to the performance of the human visual system.
The inference of human or animal motion based on images has been already
studied extensively. On one hand, there exist commercial motion capture systems
that represent the standard for the special effects industry, virtual and augmented
reality, or medical applications and video games. These systems are very accurate
but they need several calibrated and synchronized cameras, controlled illumination,
and special clothing with passive markers for simplifying the image correspondence
problem. On the other hand, and it is the path we pursue, there exist approaches that
work with increasingly more natural images, obtained with uncalibrated, unsynchronized cameras, in natural uninstrumented environments, and filming subjects
wearing their own clothing and no markers.
General Difficulties: Reconstructing the tri-dimensional human pose and motion
of people at the office, on the street, or outdoors based on images acquired with a
single (or even multiple) video camera(s) is one of the open problems in computer
vision. The difficulties compound: people have many degrees of freedom, deform
and articulate, and their appearance spans a significant range due to different body
proportions and clothing. When analyzing people in realistic imaging conditions,
the backgrounds cannot be controlled. Recently there is a trend to move towards
operation in complex environments where people are viewed against more complex backgrounds and in a more diverse set of poses. Handling such environments
would be in principle possible by means of integrated systems that combine person detection (or localization) and 3d reconstruction[55, 61, 4, 25, 13]. However,
each subproblem remains difficult to solve: human detectors alone[22] cannot always handle general human poses, and even if they did, the bounding box of a person viewed against a non-uniform background still leaves a complex figure-ground
search space to explore before the 3d pose can be predicted reliably (it is generally
well understood that predictors based on silhouettes generalize relatively well if the
input quality is good and the predictor was trained using a distribution sufficiently
well sampled from the set of human poses typical of the problem domain[3, 62]).
Another approach would be to use more sophisticated 2d human models for lo-
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calization, with parts that mirror the true human body limbs[23, 44, 4, 46, 21]. A
difficulty to overcome is the localization of people under strong perspective effects
and the relatively high false postive rates. Overall, approaches based on integrated
human detection and pose reconstruction remain promising, and it remains to be
seen how the modeling and inference components will evolve.
Monocular Ambiguities: A major difficulty for 3D human pose inference from
monocular images is the quasi-unobservability of kinematic degrees of freedom
that generate motion in depth. For unknown limb (link) lengths this leads to continuous nonrigid affine folding ambiguities, but once lengths are known these reduce to twofold forwards/backwards flipping ambiguities for each link. Under
no additional pose constraints, the full model thus has O(2#links ) formal inverse
kinematics solutions. Reconstructing articulated 3d pose from monocular modelimage point correspondences in an unconstrained human pose class is well understood to be ambiguous, according to the geometric [39, 41, 65] and computational
studies[18, 50, 15, 63, 64, 45, 62] of the problem.
For real image features, the problem is more difficult to analyze geometrically
(see computational studies in [18, 63, 49, 66, 45, 62]), but poses that correspond
to reflective placements of limbs w.r.t. the camera rays of sight often produce only
marginally different projections, with comparable likelihoods, even under similarity
measures based on quite elaborate image features [19, 51, 63]. Subtle differences
indeed exist between configurations that are ‘close-in-depth’ and those that are ‘farin-depth’, but these usually give the perceived ground truth pose a relative margin
only for very accurate subject models and for image observations collected under no
data association errors (it remains unclear under what circumstances this is possible). In principle, shadows offer supplementary cues[5], but the key relevant regions
remain difficult to identify in scenes with complex lighting and for unknown people
wearing deformable clothing, and different solutions become practically indistinguishable for objects placed further away in depth from the camera.
In a sufficiently general model complexity class, monocular ambiguities can persist in video, when dynamic constraints are considered [58], and can also persist for
models biased using prior knowledge [57, 45, 62] (for illustrations of both static and
dynamic ambiguities, see videos at http://sminchisescu.ins.uni-bonn.de/talks/ ).
In the long run, a combination of low-complexity models and appropriate context
management may produce solutions–effectively ‘controlled hallucinations’–that are
unambiguous in their class rather than in general. This may turn out to be more
effective than a ‘hardliner’ approach where models capable of representing all kinematically possible human poses are made unambiguous by fusing all ‘cues’. In fact,
the hypothesis that stable visual perceptions can be formed despite extensive sets of
ambiguities (e.g.bas-relief, pictorial depth, structure-from-motion) is not foreign to
researchers in both computer vision and psychophysics [33, 32, 6].
Generative and Discriminative Methods: In this chapter we will primarily describe 3D human pose reconstruction methods based on discriminative, feed forward models[45, 48, 3, 62], which can be trained to predict pose distributions given
image descriptor inputs. This strategy contrasts with the one used in generative
algorithms[18, 65, 54] that search the pose space for configurations with good image
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likelihood (alignment). Each class of methods provides complementary advantages.
Generative models are flexible at representing large classes of poses and are useful
for training and hypothesis verification, but inference is expensive and good observation models are difficult to construct without simplifying assumptions. Discriminative predictors offer the promise of speed, automation and complete flexibility in
selecting the image descriptor (overcomplete bases or overlapping features of the
observation can be designed without simplifying independence assumptions), but
have to model multivalued image-to-3D relations and their reliance on a training
set makes generalization to very different poses, body proportions, or scenes where
people are filmed against background clutter, problematic. (N.B. Clearly, these remain hard problems for any method, be it generative or discriminative.)
Degree of Training Data Realism: The design of multi-valued pose predictors
and the temporal density propagation in conditional chains is, at present, well
understood[45, 60, 62, 53], but the trade offs inherent in the acquisition of a sufficiently representative training set or the design of image descriptors with good
resistance to clutter and intra-class variations was explored less. The construction of
realistic pose labeled human databases (images of humans and their 3D poses) is inherently difficult because no existing system can provide accurate 3D ground truth
for humans in real-world, non-instrumented scenes. Current solutions rely either
on motion acquisition systems like Vicon, but these operate in engineered environments, where subjects wear special costumes and markers and the background is
simplified, or on quasi-synthetic databases, generated by CG characters, animated
using motion capture, and placed on real image backgrounds [2, 61]. In both cases,
there is a risk that models learned using these training sets may not generalize well
when confronted with the diversity of real world scenes. In the long run, the development of more sophisticate rendering and mixed reality frameworks, or the design
of sophisticated capture sensors is likely to improve the quality of existing training
sets significantly (some progress has been reported in designing systems along these
lines[73]).

1.1 The Need for Structure Modeling
We will formulate human pose reconstruction as a structured learning problem,
where we predict a multivariate output from a multivariate input and a joint training
set (this methodology will apply to any continuous structured prediction problem in
computer vision). Here, the input is the image or its descriptor (e.g. a bag of words
histogram model that quantizes the occurrence of a feature over the image, for instance a local edge distribution) and the output is a scene representation, an object
shape or a three-dimensional human pose. Both the inputs and the outputs are highdimensional and strongly correlated. At basic level, image features are spatially coherent (nearby pixels more often have similar color, contrast or edge orientation
than not), whereas outputs are structured due to physical constraints in the world.
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For example three dimensional human poses are constrained at scene level by the
ground plane and the location of typical objects, at physical level by gravitation,
equilibrium and joint/body limits, and at functional level by the strong body part
correlations in motions like walking, running, jumping that have regular or periodic structure, hence, at least locally, low intrinsic dimensionality (see fig. 1). Given
the recent availability of training data[1, 52], there has been increasing interest in
example-intensive, discriminative approaches to 3d human pose reconstruction, either based on nearest-neighbor schemes[48, 43], parametric predictors[45, 61, 3],
trained using images of people and their corresponding 3d ground truth pose. A
shortcoming of existing methods is their inability to model interdependencies between outputs.
Structured data can be modeled either by including sophisticated constraints into
regression methods (linear or non-linear manifold assumptions [17, 61, 31, 16]),
or by designing new cost functions. There is a choice of modeling correlations as
part of the loss function, or as a form of regularization. One possibility is to endow manifolds with probabilistic formulations that allow mapping between data
and intrinsic spaces, or computing probabilities for new datapoints [57, 36]. Additionally, graph-based geometric constraints inspired by spectral non-linear embeddings have also been integrated in a latent variable model in an unsupervised
setting initially by [57], more recently by [29, 40] and subsequently, in a GPLVM
formulation[70]. Latent variable models of this type have become popular in vision [36, 57, 71, 70, 75, 40, 29, 4, 56] predominantly as unsupervised intermediate
representations, separately linked with images and used for visual inference in conjunction with particle filters[57, 71, 40] or image-based manifold predictors [29].
This turned out to be effective but is potentially suboptimal: the manifold discovered using unsupervised learning is not necessarily ideal for prediction or inference.
For instance, the variance of the two distributions is by no means calibrated: the
noise model of the image-to-manifold predictor could be way different than the input variance of the manifold-to-output model, negatively impacting the output estimate. Addressing such consistent end-to-end model training considerations, we will
explore structured prediction methods based on manifold formulations in Sec. 3.
Another approach to structured prediction relies on max-margin formulations in
conjunction with kernels defined over multivariate input and output spaces. Structural support vector machines, initially introduced for discrete state spaces [69],
can be generalized to continuous outputs by learning a scoring function so that the
pair corresponding to the given input-output training example ranks higher than a
pair formed by the given input and any other output [76, 38]. The methods we will
present can be viewed as a generalization of [69, 76] to integrated localization and
state estimation problems with continuous structured inputs and outputs. A methodology adapted for simultaneous person localization and continuous pose estimation
will be described in Sec. 4.
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Fig. 1 Joint angle correlation statistics from human motion capture data. Left plot shows the correlations present in walking motions, whereas the right plot shows correlations for more diverse
motions, including humans walking, jogging, involved in conversations or boxing. Notice not only
the strong correlations in the single activity regime, but also their persistence in the more diverse
motion set.

1.2 The Need for Selectivity and Invariance in Image Descriptors
A difficulty in the creation of reliable feature-based pose prediction systems is the
design of image descriptors that are distinctive enough to differentiate among different poses, yet invariant to within the same pose class differences—people in similar
stances, but differently proportioned, or photographed on different backgrounds.
Exiting methods have successfully demonstrated that bag of features or regulargrid based representations of local descriptors (e.g.bag of shape context features,
block of SIFT features [2, 61]) can be effective at predicting 3D human poses, but
the representations tend to be too inflexible for reconstruction in general scenes. It is
more appropriate to view them as two useful extremes of a multilevel, hierarchical
representation of images – a family of descriptors that progressively relaxes blockwise, rigid local spatial image encodings to increasingly weaker spatial models of
position / geometry accumulated over increasingly larger image regions. Selecting
the most competitive representation for an application – a typical set of people,
motions, backgrounds or scales – reduces to either directly or implicitly learning
a metric in the space of image descriptors, so that both good invariance and distinctiveness is achieved, e.g., for 3D reconstruction, suppress noise by maximizing
correlation within the desired pose invariance class, yet keep different classes separated, and turn off components that are close to being statistical random for the task
of prediction, disregarding the class.
Multilevel, hierarchical encodings are necessary in order to obtain image descriptors with good resistance to deformations, clutter or misalignments in the dataset.
But they do not entirely eliminate the need for problem dependent similarity measures for descriptor comparison, as their components may still be perturbed by clutter or may not be relevant for the task. We will thus favor hierarchical, coarse to fine
image descriptors that combine multilevel image encodings and metric learning algorithms based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and Relevant Component
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Analysis (RCA). These refine and further align the image descriptors within individual pose invariance classes in order to better tolerate deformation, misalignment
and clutter in the training and test sets. Below, we will review several descriptors
that have been shown to be effective for human pose prediction (see [61, 28] for
details):
Multilevel Spatial Blocks (MSB) is an encoding derived by Kanaujia et al.[28] and
consists of a set of layers, each a regular grid of overlapping image blocks, with increasingly large (SIFT) descriptor cell size. Descriptors within each layer and across
layers are concatenated, orderly, in order to obtain encodings of an entire image or
sub-window. This is a multiscale generalization of the encoding proposed by Sminchisescu et al.[61] for pose prediction in the context of learning joint generativediscriminative methods.
HMAX [47] is a hierarchical, multilayer model inspired by the anatomy of the visual cortex. It alternates layers of template matching (simple cell) and max pooling
(complex cell) operations in order to build representations that are increasingly invariant to scale and translation. Simple layers use convolution with local filters (template matching against a set of prototypes), in order to compute higher-order (hyper)features, whereas complex layers pool their afferent units over limited ranges,
using a MAX operation, in order to increase invariance. Rather than learning the bottom layer, the model uses a bank of Gabor filter simple cells, computed at multiple
positions, orientations and scales. Higher layers use simple cell prototypes, obtained
by randomly sampling descriptors in the equivalent layer of a training set (k-means
clustering can also be used), hence the construction of the hierarchical model has to
be done stage-wise, bottom-up, as layers become available. Hyperfeatures [3] is a
hierarchical, multilevel, multi-scale encoding similar in organization with HMAX,
but more homogeneous in the way it repeatedly accumulates / averages template
matches to prototypes (local histograms) across layers, instead of winner-takes-all
MAX operations followed by template matching to prototypes.
Spatial Pyramid [37] is a hierarchical model based on encodings of spatially localized histograms, over increasingly large image regions. The bottom layer contains
the finest grid, with higher layers containing coarser grids with bag of feature (SIFT)
encodings computed within each one. Originally, the descriptor was used to build a
pyramid kernel as a linear combination of layered, histogram intersections kernels,
but it can also be used stand-alone, in conjunction with linear predictors. It aligns
well with the design of our 3D predictors, that can be either linear or kernel-based.
Vocabulary Tree [42] builds a coarse-to-fine, multilevel encoding using hierarchical k-means clustering. The model is learned divisively – the training set is clustered
at top level, then recursively split, with a constant branching factor, and retrained
within each subgroup. Nistér & Stévenius collect measurements on a sparse grid
(given by MSER interest points) and encode any path to a leaf by a single integer.
This is compact and gives good results for object retrieval, but is usually not sufficiently smooth for continuous pose prediction problem, where it collapses qualitatively different poses to identical encodings. To adapt for the task, Kanaujia et
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al.[28] learn the same vocabulary tree, but construct stage-wise encodings by concatenating all levels. At each level we store the continuous distances to prototypes
and recursively descend in the closest sub-tree. Entries in unvisited sub-trees are set
to zero. For each image, the tree-based encodings of patches are accumulated on a
regular grid and normalized.
The quantitative performance of different image features and metric learning
methods for a monocular human pose estimation task, in conjunction with mixture
of expert predictors (described in detailed in Sec. 2), is illustrated in fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Quantitative prediction errors cumulated for 5 different motions and 5 image encodings:
HMAX, Hyperfeatures, Spatial Pyramid, Vocabulary Tree, Multilevel Spatial Blocks (MSB), and
2 metric learning and correlation analysis methods (RCA, CCA). A single activity-independent
model (a conditional Bayesian mixture of experts) was trained on the entire dataset. Each plot
shows the error in the best-k experts, for k = 1 . . . 5, the total number of experts used. The k-th bar
was computed by selecting the value closest to ground truth among the ones predicted by the most
probable k experts.

2 Modeling Complex Image to Pose Relations
Monocular ambiguities and the invariance demands on the image descriptors make
the modeling of image to pose relations difficult. One possibility is to train a standard function approximator (e.g. a kernel regressor) to map from image feature inputs to the continuous 3d human pose variable[3]. However, in ambiguous input regions, the accuracy of the regression model will be low. Empirical studies show that
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for sufficiently diverse datasets, the relations are strongly multivalued and require
explicit forms of modeling the different solutions. One very powerful approach is
the conditional mixture of experts models (cMoE)[60, 62].1 The versatility of cMoE
relies on a balanced combination of several attractive properties: (i) conditioning
on input eliminates the need for simplifying naive Bayes assumptions, common
with generative models, and allows for diverse, potentially non-independent feature
functions of the input (in this case, the image) to be encoded in its descriptor. This
makes possible to model non-trivial image correlations and enhances the predictive
power of the input representation. (ii) multivaluedness of outputs allows for multiple plausible hypotheses – as opposed to a single one – to be faithfully represented;
(iii) contextual predictions offer versatility by means of ranking (gating) functions
that are paired with the experts, and adaptively score their competence in providing solutions, for each input. This allows for nuanced, finely tuned responses; (iv)
probabilistic consistency enforces data modeling according to its density via formal,
conditional likelihood parameter training procedures; (v) Bayesian formulations and
automatic relevance determination mechanisms favor sparse models with good generalization capabilities. All these features make the cMoE model suitable for fast,
automatic feedforward 3D prediction, either as a stand alone, indexing system, or
as an initialization method, in conjunction with complementary visual search and
feedback mechanisms [61, 55].
A significant downside of existing mixture of experts algorithms [27, 20, 7, 28,
62] is their scalability. The algorithms require an expensive double loop algorithm
(an iteration within another iteration) based on Newton optimization, to compute
the gate functions, a factor that makes models with more than 10,000 datapoints and
large input dimension impractical to train. In this section we review computationally
efficient cMoE algorithms that combine forward feature selection based on marginal
likelihood and functional gradient boosting with techniques from bound optimization, in order to train models that are one order of magnitude larger (100,000 examples and up), in time that is more than one order of magnitude faster than previous
methods.
Conditional Mixture of Experts: We work with a probabilistic conditional model:
M

P(x|r) =

∑ g j (r)p j (x)

(1)

j=1

with:
g j (r) ≡ g(r|λ j ) =

>

eλ j r
>

∑k eλ k r

p j (x) ≡ p j (x|r, w j , σ 2j ) = N(x|w>j r, σ 2j I)

(2)
(3)

1 Standard kernel regression models can be viewed as a special case of a conditional mixture with
a single expert (M = 1). We will thus not include separate derivations for kernel regression, the
restriction to M = 1 in (1) being straightforward.
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where r are predictor variables, x are outputs or responses, g are input dependent
positive gates. g are normalized to sum to 1 for consistency, by construction, for
any given input r. In the model, p are Gaussian distributions (3) with variance σ 2 I,
centered at linear regression predictions given by models with weights w. Whenever
possible, we drop the index of the experts (but not the one of the gates). The weights
of experts have Gaussian priors, controlled by hyperparameters α :
D

p(w|α ) = (2π )−D/2 ∏ αd exp{−
1/2

d=1

αd w2d
}
2

(4)

with dim(w) = D. The parameters of the model, including experts and gates are
collectively stored in θ = {(wi , α i , σi , λ i ) | i = 1 . . . M}. To learn the model, we design iterative, approximate Bayesian EM algorithms. In the E-step we estimate the
posterior:
g j (r)p j (x)
(5)
h j ≡ h j (x, r|w j , σ j , λ j ) = M
∑k=1 gk (r)pk (x)
(i)

and let h j = h j (x(i) , r(i) ) be the probability that the expert j has generated datapoint
i. Parenthesized superscripts index datapoints. In the M-step we solve two optimization problems, one for each expert and another for the corresponding gate. The first
learns the expert parameters, based on training data weighted according to the current membership estimates h. The second optimization trains the gates g to predict
h. The complete log-likelihood (Q-function) for the conditional mixture of Bayesian
experts can be derived as [27]:
N

N

Q = ∑ log P(x(i) |r(i) ) = ∑
i=1

M

∑ hj

(i)

(i)

(i)

(log g j + log p j ) = Lg + L p

(6)

i=1 j=1

The likelihood decomposes into two factors, one for the gates and the other for
the experts. The experts can be fitted independently
using sparse
√
√ Bayesian learning, under the change of variables r(t) ← h(t) r(t) and x(t) ← h(t) x(t) . The equations for the gates are coupled and require iteration during each M-step. Although the problem is convex, it is computationally expensive to solve because
the cost is not quadratic and the inputs are high-dimensional. A classical iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS), or a naive Newton implementation, requires
O(N(MD)2 + (MD)3 ) computation, multiple times during each step which is prohibitive for large problems (e.g.for 15 experts and 10,000 training samples with
1,000 input dimension, the computational cost becomes untenable even on today’s
most powerful desktops). Note that the cost of computing the Hessian (the first complexity term above) becomes higher than the one of inverting it (the second term)
when the number of training samples is very large.
Training the Experts: For Bayesian learning with Gaussian priors and observation
likelihoods, the expert posterior and predictive uncertainty (marked with ‘*’) are
computable in closed form:
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µ = σ 2 Σ RX, Σ = (σ −2 RR> + A)−1 , x∗ = µ > r, (σ 2 )∗ = r> Σ r

(7)

where A = diag[α1 , . . . , αD ], R stores the training set inputs columnwise and X their
corresponding vector of x-outputs (see fig. 3 for illustration). The marginal likeli-
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Fig. 3 (Left) Mean prediction and errorbars for one variable of our Bayesian model, c.f . (7). (Right)
Comparative convergence behavior of our Bound Optimization (BO) and the Conjugate Gradient
(CG) method when fitting the gates on a training set of 35,000 datapoints. Notice the rapid convergence of BO and that after significantly more iterations CG has not yet converged to the maximum
of the log-likelihood.

hood of the experts is:
N

N

i=1

i=1

L p (α ) = ∑ log p(x(i) |r(i) , α , σ 2 ) = ∑ log

Z

p(x(i) |r(i) , w, σ 2 )p(w|α )dw = (8)

1
= − {N log 2π + log|K| + X>K−1 X}
2

(9)

where K = σ 2 I + R> A−1 R. It can be shown that the marginal likelihood decomposes as [68]:
L p (α ) = L p (α \i ) + l(αi )
(10)
with

1
q2i
l(αi ) = {log αi − log(αi + si ) +
}
2
αi + si

(11)

−1
> −1
where si = C>
i K\i Ci and qi = Ci K\i X, Ci collects the ith column from the matrix

R> , K\i , α\i are the matrix and vector obtained with the corresponding entry of the
input vector removed, and L p (α \i ) is the log-likelihood.
Training the Gates: The log-likelihood component that corresponds to the gates
decomposes as (λ is the D × M-dimensional vector of all gate parameters λ i ):
N

M

N

M

M

Lg (λ ) = ∑ ∑ h j log g j = ∑ ∑ {h j λ >j ri − log ∑ exp(λ >j ri )}
i=1 j=1

(i)

(i)

i=1 j=1

(i)

j=1

(12)
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For efficiency, we use bound optimization [35, 34] and maximize a surrogate function F with λ (t+1) ← arg maxλ F (λ |λ (t) ) (the upper parameter superscript indexes the iteration number in this case). This is guaranteed to monotonically increase the objective, provided that Lg (λ ) − F (λ |λ (t) ) reaches its minimum at
λ = λ (t) . A natural surrogate is the second-order Taylor expansion of the objective around λ (t) , with a bound Hb on its second derivative (Hessian) matrix H, so
that H(λ )  Hb , ∀λ :
1
F (λ |λ (t) ) = λ > Hb λ + λ > (g(λ (t) ) − Hbλ (t) )
2

(13)

The gradient and Hessian of Lg can be computed analytically:
N

g(λ ) = ∑ (Ui − vi (λ )) ⊗ ri

(14)

i=1

(i)

(i)

with Ui = [h1 , . . . , hM ]> , ⊗ the Kronecker product, and vi (λ ) = [g1 (ri ), . . . , gM (ri )]> .
The Hessian of Lg is:
N

H(λ ) = − ∑ (Vi (λ ) − vi (λ )vi (λ )> ) ⊗ (ri r>
i )

(15)

i=1

where Vi (λ ) = diag[g1 (ri ), . . . , gM (ri )] (the dimensionality of the Hessian is D ×
M). The Hessian is lower bounded by a negative definite matrix which depends on
the input, but remarkably, is independent of λ [12]:
N
1
11>
H(λ )  Hb ≡ − [I −
] ⊗ ∑ ri r>
i
2
M
i=1

(16)

where 1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1]> . The parameter update is based on the standard Newton
step:
(t)
λ (t+1) ← λ (t) − H−1
(17)
b g(λ )
To fit the gates we use a forward greedy algorithm that combines gradient boosting and bound optimization. It selects the variables according to functional gradient
boosting [24] and optimizes the resulting sub-problems using bound optimization,
as described above. To compute the functional gradient, we rewrite the objective
in terms of functions Fj (r(i) ). This method is applicable to any differentiable loglikelihood:
N

M

M

Lg = ∑ ∑ {h j Fj (r(i) ) − log ∑ exp(Fj (r(i) )}
i=1 j=1

(i)

j=1

The functional gradient corresponding to one component of Fj is:

(18)
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exp(Fj (r(i) ))
∂ Lg (Fj (r(i) ))
(i)
=
h
−
j
(i)
∂ Fj (r(i) )
∑M
j=1 exp(Fj (r ))
(1)

(19)
(N)

with the full gradient of the jth gate assembled as ∇f j = [d j , . . . , d j ]> – the
steepest descent direction in function space. For feature selection, we choose the row
vector v of R with weight index not already in the active set S, and most correlated
(collinear) with the gradient [24]:
i = arg max |v>
k ∇f j |

(20)

k∈S,
/ j=1...M

We initialize λ = 0 and select the ith variable, incrementally, based on the gate
parameter estimates at the previous round of selection. Once the ith variable is selected, we optimize (12) with respect to all pre-selected i variables using bound
optimization. We use the solution of the previous iteration to quick-start the current optimization problem (this is convex but a good initialization saves iterations).
The advantage of bound optimization in a greedy forward selection context is that
we can efficiently update the Hessian bound using the Woodbury inversion identity.
Thus, the cost of each iteration is O(cNMD) where c is a small constant, and the
total cost of selecting the k variables is O(kNMD). When the specified number of
variables is reached, we terminate. Unlike gradient boosting where the only current
selected variable is optimized, we also perform back-fitting [72], i.e.optimize all
selected variables in each round. To speed-up computation, it is possible to optimize the weights of the gating networks sequentially–fix the weights of other gating
networks than the one currently optimized–the problem in (19). This requires the
solution to a sequence of k-dimensional problems (usually k << D) and can be significantly cheaper than updating all gate parameters simultaneously, especially when
denser (less sparse) models are desired. To sparsify the gating network, one can consider forward selection ideas based on maximizing the marginal likelihood, along
the same lines as used for experts. However, the computational cost of this approach
is high even for fast Bayesian approximations to multinomial classification. Differently from Bayesian regression, there is no analytical expression for the marginal
likelihood, hence we have to resort on Laplace approximation. But this only works
around the maximized posterior point, so we have to recompute the most probable
weight and the corresponding Hessian matrix after adding or deleting an input entry
(or basis function). For large problems this operation is computationally prohibitive.

3 Manifolds: Supervised Spectral Latent Variable Models
A variety of computer vision and machine learning tasks require the analysis of
high-dimensional ambient signals, e.g.2̇d images, 3d range scans or data obtained
from human motion capture systems. The goal is to learn compact, perceptual (latent) models of the data generation process and use them to interpret new measure-
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ments. For example, the variability in an image sequence filming a rotating teapot
is non-linearly produced by latent factors like rotation variables and the lighting direction. Our subjective, perceived dimensionality partly mirrors the latent factors,
being significantly smaller than the one directly measured – the high-dimensional
sequence of image pixel vectors. Similarly, filming a human running or walking
requires megabytes of wildly varying images, yet in a representation that properly
correlates the human joint angles, the intrinsic dimensionality is effectively 1 – the
phase of the walking cycle. The argument can go on, but underlines the intuitive
idea that the space of all images is much larger than the set of physically possible
ones, which, in turn is larger than the one typically observed in most every day’s
scenes. If this is true, perceptual inference cannot proceed without an appropriate,
arguably probabilistic model of correlation, a natural way to link perceptual and
measured inferences. This implies a non-linear subset, or a manifold assumption,
at least in the large-sample regime: the low-dimensional perceptual structure lives
in the high-dimensional space of direct observations. To unfold it, we need faithful,
topographic representations of the observed data – effectively forms of continuity
and locality: nearby observations should map to nearby percepts and faraway observations should map faraway. Given this, we want to be able to consistently answer
the following questions: How to represent a percept or an image? What is the probability of an observed image? What is the probability of a given percept? What is
the conditional probability of a percept given an image and vice-versa?
In this section we introduce probabilistic models with geometric properties in order to marry spectral embeddings, parametric latent variable models, and structured
image predictors. We refer to these conditional probabilistic constructs, defined on
top of an irregular grid (or unfolding) obtained from a spectral embedding as Supervised Spectral Latent Variable Models (SSLVM).
We will work with a training set (ri , yi ), i = 1 . . . N with inputs r and outputs y,
both multivariate. We construct a latent variable model with intermediate (hidden)
representation x with distribution that preserves geometric constraints among outputs y, and at the same time offers good predictive power when regressed against
the inputs r.

3.1 Conditional Latent Variable Model
The joint distribution over latent and output variables, conditioned on inputs is:
p(y, x|r, θ , δ ) = p(y|x, θ )p(x|r, δ )

(21)

with (θ , δ ) parameters of the two distributions (in the sequel dropped whenever not
essential for readability). The conditional response is calculated by integrating the
latent space:
Z
1 S
p(y|r) = p(y|x)p(x|r)dx ≈ ∑ p(y|x(s) )
(22)
S s=1
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Fig. 4 (Left) Graphical Model of SSLVM. Shaded nodes indicate observed random variables (y
being observed only in training). We jointly learn two conditional distributions p(x|r) = p(x|r, δ )
and p(y|x) = p(y|x, θ ) with a constraint that the geometry of the outputs, as encoded in distances
between datapoints d(yi , y j ) is implicitly preserved among their corresponding latent pre-image
expectations d(E(x|yi ), E(x|y j )). (Right) shows the conditional latent space distribution p(x|y) for
a walking model given only the left arm variables are observed (shoulder and elbow, here 5 out
of 41 variables); the latent coordinate corresponding to the complete vector of ‘ground truth’ joint
angles is shown with a circle. Notice that 3 modes that arise due to uncertainty from missing data.

Since we work with non-linear conditional models p(x|r) and p(y|x) the integral
in (22) cannot be computed analytically. Hence, we approximate using a Monte
Carlo estimate based on S samples drawn from the conditional p(x|r) [67].2 This
is tractable and efficient because the latent conditional is usually low-dimensional
and has, for our choice of models, a convenient parametric form—either Gaussian
for regression or Gaussian mixture in the case of conditional mixtures of experts
models. Specifically, we use:
p(y|x) = p(y|x, θ = (W, Σ )) = N(WΦ (x), Σ )

(23)

and p(x|r) given by a mixture of expert model described in Sec 2. The latent space
conditional is obtained using Bayes’ rule:
p(x|y, r) =

p(y|x)p(x|r)
=
p(y|r)

1
S

p(y|x)p(x|r)
∑Ss=1 p(y|x(s) )

(24)

For pairs of training data i and MC latent samples s, we abbreviate p(s,i) = p(x(s) |yi , ri ).
Notice how the choice of latent conditional p(x|r) influences the membership probabilities in (24). We can compute either the conditional mean or the mode (better for
multimodal distributions) in latent space, using the same MC integration method
used for (22):
E{x|yn, rn } =

2

Z

S

p(x|yn , rn )xdx =

∑ p(s,n)xs

(25)

s=1

Sampled configurations have parenthesized superscripts; subscripts index training datapoints.
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smax = arg max p(s,n)

(26)

s

The model has the components for consistent calculations in both the latent and output spaces: p(x|r) gives the latent space distribution, (22) the output marginal, (23)
provides the conditional (or mapping) from latent to output, and (25) and (26) give
the mean or mode of the mapping from output to latent space. More accurate but
also more expensive mode-finding approximations can be obtained by direct gradient ascent on (24). Latent conditionals given partially observed y vectors are easy
to compute, using (24). The distribution on y is Gaussian and unobserved components can be integrated analytically – this effectively removes them from the mean
and the corresponding lines and columns of the covariance. Computations like these
are useful as often outputs can have missing entries, e.g.marker drop-outs in a motion capture system during training, ‘pattern completion’ or restoration of an image
under the latent model during testing, see e.g. fig. 4, right.
Implicit Latent Geometric Constraints: Assume that distances between outputs
y are stored in a vector D of size N 2 , with entries d(yi , y j ) with d an arbitrary similarity function that can be the Euclidean distance, a Gaussian centered at the first
argument, or a geodesic distance in the data graph (these will be used to model
distance preserving constraints like the ones encountered in PCA/MDS, Laplacian
Eigenmaps or ISOMAP, respectively). Consider a similar vector L of corresponding
latent space distances d(E(x|yi ), E(x|y j )), where E(x|y) is the conditional expectation of latent variable x given y, c.f . (25). We use vectors of pairwise distances
among outputs and their corresponding latent conditional expectations in order to
construct an implicit geometric constraint (or penalty) in latent space:
C = (D − L)(D − L)>

(27)

which is 0 if output distances are preserved in latent space and large otherwise.
Notice that d(xi , x j ) gives the distance between the i-th and j-th point in data or
latent space, rather than the relative spatial positions of points in data and latent
space. Clearly d(x, x) = 0. However, our method does not explicitly require distance
properties. We can work, in principle, with any similarity measure such as the inner
product. Notice also the dependence of the penalty on E(x|y) = E(x|y, θ ), which is
a function of the current parameters θ of the latent to output model pθ (y|x), c.f .
(23), (24) and (25). The penalty ensures that under the latent space posterior, the
implicit latent space distances E(x|yi ) among configurations x that correspond to
datapoints yi under the current model θ , are preserved (distances d(yi , y j )). Notice
that no matter the spectral constraint used, the resulting model is highly non-linear:
latent variables depend non-linearly on inputs and and outputs depend non-linearly
on latent the variables.
The implicit geometric constraint regularizer in (27) requires the calculation of
conditional expectations for the latent variables given output data, which may at
first appear more complex. Notice that the regularizer does not depend explicitly on
latent variables, hence we do not optimize latent variables explicitly – this would be
underconstrained, prone to overfitting, and computationally prohibitive for models
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with more than a few latent dimensions. Furthermore, the proposed expression can
be approximated efficiently by considering the inner product as a form distance
function:
S

S

d(E(x|yi ), E(x|y j )) =

∑ ∑ p(s,i) p(t, j) x>s xt

(28)

s=1 t=1

Typically, most p(s,i) will be close to zero. Removing those does not reduce the evaluation of distance functions but offers large speedups when computing its derivative,
since x>
s xt can be stored ahead of time.
Learning Algorithm: We learn the conditional model in (21) by optimizing a penalized likelihood criterion that consists of the marginal likelihood (22) averaged
over a dataset and the geometric penalty on the latent space (27):
N

N

i=1

i=1

L (θ , δ ) = log ∏ p(yi |ri ) − λ C = ∑ log p(yi |ri ) − λ C =
N

S

i=1

s=1

= ∑ log ∑ p(yi |x(s) , ri ) − λ C

(29)
(30)

and λ is the regularizing (trade-off) parameter. In practice we will optimize a cost
F that is the penalized expectation of the complete data log-likelihood Lc :
N

S

F =< Lc (θ , δ ) > −λ C = ∑ ∑ p(s,i) log p(yi |x(s) ) − λ C

(31)

i=1 s=1

We train the model by estimating p(x|r) and p(y|x) in alternation. We initialize
the latent coordinates xi corresponding to the given output data yi using dimensionality reduction, based on the type of geometric constraint we wish to impose,
e.g.PCA, ISOMAP or Laplacian Eigenmaps, and we use their corresponding distances between datapoints d(yi , y j ) in the penalty term C, see (27). Then, we first
train p(x|r) based on (ri , xi ) data, and p(y, x) by sampling from the learned model
p(x|r) with target data yi and the constraint C. Then, we alternate between generating data (E(x|yi ), ri ) for training the input model p(x|r), and training the output
model p(y|x) using EM: in the E-step we estimate the membership probabilities c.f .
(24), and in the M-step we solve a penalized weighted regression problem as in (31),
with weights given by (24) and penalty given by C (27). Notice that C changes since
E(x|y) is a function of the current θ = (W, Σ ) parameters of p(y|x), c.f . (25) and
(23).

4 Structural SVM: Joint Localization and State Estimation
In the previous sections we have described predictive methods that are accurate,
scalable, and can handle the ambiguity in the image to pose relationships by explicitly representing multiple solutions using mixture of experts models. We have also
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shown how this methodology can be constrained and made even faster by imposing
low-dimensional manifold constraints. One of the remaining problems is to integrate person detection and pose estimation. One option is to combine the mixture of
experts prediction with a front-end person detector or localizer. This approach has
been pursued in [61] and [55], respectively.
In this section, we consider an alternative approach where we learn a structured
scoring function in the joint space of image bounding box coordinates of a person
and his or her continuous 3d pose. We consider a learning setting, where we are
given a set of the input-output pairs {ri , zi }Ni=1 , with N is the size of training set and
z ∈ Z are interdependent outputs. We aim to learn a function that best represents the
relationship between inputs and outputs. In structured learning, the discriminative
function is a linear combination of joint features
g(r) = argminz fw (r, z) = w>Ψ (r, z)

(32)

where w is a parameter vector and Ψ (r, z) is a feature vector induced by a joint
kernel K(r, z, r0 , z0 ) = Ψ (r, z)>Ψ (r0 , z0 ). The specific form of joint features Ψ (r, z)
is problem-dependent, an aspect that will be discussed in in the sequel. The scoring
function fw (r, z) can be interpreted as a compatibility that measures how well the
output z matches the input r.
To learn the discriminative function, fw (r, z), the structural SVM (structSVM)
maximizes the generalized maximum margin loss:
1
min w> w + Cξ
w,ξ 2
s.t. ∀(z1 , . . . , zN ) ∈ Z N

1
1 > N
w ∑ [Ψ (r j , z j ) − Ψ (r j , z j )] ≥
N
N
j=1

(33)

N

∑ ∆ (z j , z j ) − ξ

j=1

where ∆ (z j , z j ) is a loss function that should decrease as the output z j approaches
the ground truth z j . We use the so-called ‘1-slack formulation’, which is equivalent
to the ‘n-slack’ analogue, but is more efficient in conjunction with cutting plane
algorithms (we use) due to a significantly smaller dual problem [26].
Under infinitely many constraints, standard duality does not apply. However, for any
small δ we can assume a finite δ -cover of our data domain, where the constraints
are locally uniform. This allows to recast the problem into one with finite (yet large)
number of constraints. In this case, the primal/dual theory implies that the parameter
w has the form:
N
1
w=
αZ ∑ [Φ (r j , z j ) − Φ (r j , z j )]
(34)
∑
N Z∈Z N
j=1
where Z = (z1 , . . . , zN ).
Joint Kernel for Location and State Estimation: For joint localization and state
(pose) estimation, the input is an image, r, and the output is the bounding box
of the object together with its corresponding continuous state (e.g.2d or 3d pose):
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z = (y, x). We use r|y to denote the feature vector of image regions restricted within
the bounding box instantiated by y. Here, we consider a joint kernel where the combined feature vector can be written as a tensor product over the two corresponding
subspaces
Ψ (r, z) = φ (r|y) ⊗ ϕ (x)
(35)

where ⊗ denotes the tensor product, φ (r|y) is the feature induced by the kernel
Kr|y (r|y, r0 |y0 ) defined over the image region and ϕ (x) is the feature vector induced
by the state/pose kernel Kx (x, x0 ). For the tensor product feature vector, the joint
location and state kernel is chosen to have the following form [69]:
K(r, z, r0 , z0 ) = Ψ (r, z)>Ψ (r0 , z0 ) = Kr|y (r|y, r0 |y0 )Kx (x, x0 )

(36)

Eq. (36) implies that the joint kernel is a product of components computed over image regions within the bounding box and the corresponding state, respectively. This
tensor product feature is rather general and can handle many types of structured
outputs, including multiclass and sequential constraints. In vision, kernels are used
to compare statistics or image features, e.g.as inner products of histograms defined
over regions. This includes for example, bag-of-feature models, regular grids like
HOG, as well as spatial pyramids based on weighted combinations of histogram
intersection kernels computed at multiple levels of image encoding. An attractive
feature of histogram kernels is that partially overlapping image regions share underlying statistics.
On the other hand, since we work with continuous states, ϕ (x) is a feature vector
induced by the kernels defined over continuous variables. Concurrently, we wish the
kernel function to be normalized to prevent the slack variable ξ from diverging to
infinity for some outputs. One possible (but by no means the only) choice satisfying
these desiderata is the Gaussian
p kernel. This is defined over continuous variables
and its 2-norm kϕ (x)k2 = Kx (x, x) = 1. Thus, for most of our experiments, the
state/pose kernel has the form: Kx (x, x0 ) = exp(−γx kx − x0k2 ).
When designing a similarity measure between two different input-output features, intuitively, we wish: 1) input-output pairs with distant inputs should be dissimilar; and 2) input-output pairs whose inputs are nearby but outputs are distant
should also be dissimilar; otherwise stated only the input-output pairs with both similar inputs and similar outputs should be similar. The joint kernel we use satisfies
the above conditions because it is the product of two kernels defined over inputs and
outputs, respectively; hence its value is small if any one of the two kernel component
values is small (dissimilar). In this respect, the joint kernel is more expressive than a
classical kernel, only defined over inputs, where the input-output pairs with similar
inputs but dissimilar outputs have negative impact and can pull the estimate in contradictory directions. For localization and state estimation, the advantage of a joint
kernel over separable ones is that given a test image, the training data with dissimilar states/poses from the test input will have reduced impact on the bounding box
search and estimate. This may explain why continuous structSVM achieves better
performance than support vector regression (SVR) and other unstructured methods
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in our experience[25]. In addition, the model also includes search/ranking in the
space of possible object locations in the image, described next.
Output Loss Function: The output loss ∆ (z, z0 ) should reflect how well z approaches the ground truth output z0 . Within our joint tensor product kernel formulation, the loss function definition should be compatible with both the image and the
state/pose kernels. For the image kernel, we adapt the score used in the PASCAL
visual object challenge [8]:

∆y (y, y0 ) = 1 −

Area(y ∩ y0 )
Area(y ∪ y0 )

(37)

where the quality of object localization is based on the amount of area overlap,
where Area(y ∩ y0 ) is the intersection of the two bounding boxes y and y0 , and
Area(y ∪ y0 ) is their union. For state/pose estimation, it is natural to consider the
loss function as a square distance in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space induced
by the kernel function Kx (x, x0 )

∆x (x, x0 ) = kϕ (x) − ϕ (x0)k2 = Kx (x, x) + Kx (x0 , x0 ) − 2Kx (x, x0 )

(38)

This implies that if a state is far from the ground truth, it has high loss, otherwise
small loss. We define the joint output loss as the weighted sum of losses for object
localization and state estimation

∆ (z, z0 ) = γ∆ y (y, y0 ) + (1 − γ )∆x(x, x0 )
with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 balancing the two terms.

(39)

Cutting Plane Algorithm: When training the model with continuous outputs, the
number of constraints is infinite, and it is infeasible to solve the optimization (33) for
all the constraints. Fortunately, the maximum margin loss has a sparsity-promoting
effect, with most constraints inactive in the final solution. The cutting plane algorithm creates a nested sequence of successively tighter relaxations of the original
optimization problem and finds a small set of active constraints that ensures a sufficiently accurate solution—a practical training method (see our fig. 5a). The algorithm starts with an empty working set S = ∅ of constraints. At each iteration, it
finds the most violated constraint for the i-th training input If the amount of violation exceeds the current value of the slack variable ξ by more than ε , the potential
support vector Z = (z1 , . . . , zN ) is added to the working set S = S ∪ Z. After the
working set is updated, the optimization (33) is solved in the dual with constraints
Z ∈ S and The algorithm stops when no violation is larger than the desired precision ε . Notice that at the first iteration, the set of constraints S is empty–in this case
finding the most violated constraint simplifies to maximizing the loss ∆ (zi , z) with
respect to the output z. Unlike the n-slack formulation, the dual problem for the
1-slack usually remains compact, as only a single constraint is added per iteration.
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Fig. 5 (a, Left) Size of the active constraint set (i.e.the number of support vectors) as function of
iteration. The number of support vectors saturates at about 80 iterations, indicating convergence
of the cutting plane algorithm. Notice that support vectors (points with non-zero dual variables) in
the 1-slack formulation are linear combinations of multiple examples and no longer correspond to
a single training data point. (b, Right) Number of function evaluations for the branch-and-bound
algorithm in the training stage of a joint structural SVM, based on bag-of-words SIFT (image size
640 × 480). Notice that the number of function evaluations is significantly higher during some of
the iterations compared to the others, confirming that the hardness of search is closely linked to the
structural SVM parameters, w.

Fig. 6 Localization and 3d human pose reconstructions in real world images, for structSVM models trained on a dataset of quasi-real images. The framework allows the localization and reconstruction of multiple people.

4.1 Code and Datasets
Datasets to evaluate the performance of 3d human pose reconstruction algorithms
are still relatively few and the breadth of motions and data capturing contexts is still
limited. One dataset that contains a variety of motions (sports, conversations, etc.) is
available from CMU[1], but this does not have accompanying image data synchronized with the motion capture data. The dataset is useful for constructing human
pose priors, but cannot be used to evaluate the performance of 3d human pose reconstruction algorithms. The HumanEva dataset from Brown[52] is probably one
of the most comprehensive benchmarks for 3d human pose reconstruction available
at the moment. It contains a variety of motions (walking, running, jogging, boxing) captured from several subjects. Image data captured from several synchronized,
calibrated video streams is also available for training and performance evaluation.
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The dataset and baseline particle filtering code for human pose estimation can be
found on HumanEva’s website[52], http://vision.cs.brown.edu/humaneva/. Discriminative pose prediction code, including multivalued predictors based on mixture of
experts[11], structured predictors based on twin Gaussian Processes[10], and spectral latent variable models[29, 9] can be found on our website, at: http://sminchisescu.
ins.uni-bonn.de/code.

5 Challenges and Open Problems
Over the past 15 years, there has been significant progress in 3d human pose recovery, both conceptually—understanding the limitations of existing likelihood or
search algorithms, and deriving improved procedures and conceptually new models
and image features to overcome them—and practically, by building systems that can
reconstruct shape and perform fine body measurements from images [53], model
complex physical properties[14, 74], recover 3d human motion from multiple views
[18, 30] or reconstruct human pose from complex monocular video footage like
dancing or movies[65, 28].
For real-world applications, one of the main challenges is to automatically understand people in-vivo, and in an integrated fashion. Typical computations are to
find the people, infer their poses, recognize their activities, the objects and the interactions.
Many of the existing human motion analysis systems are still complex to construct, computationally expensive, and cannot seamlessly deal with significant structural variability, multiple interacting people and severe occlusion or lighting changes.
A convincing transition between the laboratory and the real world remains to be realized. A shortcoming of existing systems is their inability to provide a satisfactory
solution to the problem of model selection and the management of the level of detail. Anyone who watches movies, TV or other sources of video can easily notice
to what limited extent the people are visible in close-up full-body views. The subjects are frequently occluded by other people, by scene elements, or simply clipped
to obtain partial views for artistic or practical reasons–the camera operator tends to
focus on the relevant aspects of the gesture and pose rather than the entire body, and
so should, perhaps, the computer vision algorithms. This suggests that monolithic
models may have to be replaced with a set of models that can flexibly represent
partial views and multiple level of detail. Level of detail, albeit considered in the
different sense of 2D, vs 2.5D vs. 3D may need to be modeled and inferred automatically. The extent of 2D to 3D lifting, ranging from none, partial to full, should
ideally be calibrated to the task and correlated with the degree of scene observability, or with the image resolution. Working with multiple models raises inference
questions of deciding what model is appropriate, switching between different models in a tractable manner, or managing the trade-off between run-time inference and
indexing based on prior knowledge. The interaction between human pose recon-
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struction and activity recognition will probably emerge as a natural solution within
the broader scope of coherent scene understanding.
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